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Getting control over the valency of colloids is not trivial and has been a long-desired goal for the
colloidal domain. Typically, tuning the preferred number of neighbors for colloidal particles requires
directional bonding, as in the case of patchy particles, which is difficult to realize experimentally. Here,
we demonstrate a general method for creating the colloidal analogs of molecules and other new regular
colloidal clusters without using patchiness or complex bonding schemes (e.g., DNA coating) by using a
combination of long-ranged attractive and repulsive interactions between oppositely charged particles
that also enable regular clusters of particles not all in close contact. We show that, due to the interplay
between their attractions and repulsions, oppositely charged particles dispersed in an intermediate
dielectric constant (4 < ε < 10) provide a viable approach for the formation of binary colloidal clusters.
Tuning the size ratio and interactions of the particles enables control of the type and shape of the
resulting regular colloidal clusters. Finally, we present an example of clusters made up of negatively
charged large and positively charged small satellite particles, for which the electrostatic properties and
interactions can be changed with an electric field. It appears that for sufficiently strong fields the satellite
particles can move over the surface of the host particles and polarize the clusters. For even stronger
fields, the satellite particles can be completely pulled off, reversing the net charge on the cluster. With
computer simulations, we investigate how charged particles distribute on an oppositely charged sphere
to minimize their energy and compare the results with the solutions to the well-known Thomson
problem. We also use the simulations to explore the dependence of such clusters on Debye screening
length κ−1 and the ratio of charges on the particles, showing good agreement with experimental
observations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.5.021012
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I. INTRODUCTION
Colloidal self-assembly is crucial for bottom-up fabrication of new functional materials and devices. However,
the range of colloidal crystals that can be created with
common spherical colloids with isotropic interactions is
limited. This range can be expanded by using colloids that
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have nonspherical shapes or interaction potentials [1–7].
Nature uses highly anisotropic building blocks, such as
proteins, to self-assemble intricate ternary and quaternary
functional complexes. Achieving a similar level of sophistication using colloids could open a world of exciting
applications of which a full three-dimensional photonic
band gap material is just one example [8]. Furthermore,
packings of these anisotropic colloids with symmetries
found in molecules, which have recently been called
“colloidal molecules” [2,9–12], can provide a useful model
for understanding molecular crystallization and can also
give insight into self-assembled devices from anisotropic
particles [13]. In addition, the binary nature of the clusters
may help to design metamaterials with controlled properties that arise from the organization and the stoichiometry
of the components [14,15].
Binary colloidal crystals have significantly increased
the number of different types of colloidal crystals that
can be realized experimentally, and in addition, the close
connection of particles that have different properties opens
many different avenues to tailor new materials properties
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[14–18]. Creating regular colloidal clusters of particles with
different properties will increase possibilities for both the
single clusters and materials self-assembled from them
in similar ways. In the following, we give a brief and,
therefore, incomplete overview of methods already developed in the past decade to make clusters of mostly spherical
particles. We limit ourselves here somewhat arbitrarily to
methods that focus on regular clusters from n < 20 building blocks. One of the most used methods is the one
developed by the Pine group [10], in which particles
associated with the surface of emulsion droplets are selfassembled by the drying of the emulsion. It has been found
that the complex drying forces of such clusters minimize
the second moment of the mass distribution of the clusters
[19]. Several methods make use, in some way or another,
of the polymerization of organic monomers associated
with spherical particles [1,12,20–23]. The methodologies
include swelling of already existing cross-linked particles
(for an example from our own group, see Ref. [20] and the
references cited therein), aggregation of liquid protrusions
of a monomer [21,23], but also wetting of an organic
monomer on inorganic seed particles [11]. Another
approach is using patchy interactions on spherical particles
[24]. Making clusters of anisotropic particles using these
methodologies has also just started; see, e.g., Refs. [22,25]
for examples using dumbbells and nanorods.
More recently, methods have been developed that more
explicitly use the interplay between attractions and repulsions between the particles to create clusters of a relatively
small number of particles; see, e.g., Refs. [7,26–29].
The attractions can be, for instance, caused by depletion
effects or between particles of opposite charge. Next to the
attractions there also needs to be an effective repulsive part
in the cluster-cluster interactions to keep the clusters stable,
unless each cluster is made in isolation [16]. In this paper,
we focus on using oppositely charged interactions with, in
addition, a Debye-Hückel screening length that is relatively
large compared to the particle sizes used in the cluster
generation. Our work is motivated by and partially uses
systems of oppositely charged particles that our group
[17,18,30] and others independently of us [31] found to be
able to produce equilibrium crystallization of oppositely
charged spherical particles.
Heteroaggregation of a relatively small number of large
seed particles by small particles of opposite charge has
already been used by several groups, see, e.g., Refs. [32–37],
for instance, to make core-shell systems by heating [35], to
incorporate layers of the smaller particles in polyelectrolyte
layers [36], or to induce a specific roughness on the seed
particles to tune depletion forces [37]. It is also well known
that if the double layer becomes the size of the particles
or larger, then more linear structures are formed, although
experiments in this limit are relatively rare [38–42].
Heteroaggregation was frequently studied to test theories
on the interactions between oppositely charged particles

[43] and/or the fractal nature of the resulting 3D gels and
aggregates [40,44]. However, as mentioned, it is only
recently that groups have started to explore heteroaggregation as a way to arrive at regular clusters of a small number
of oppositely charged building blocks [7,27,29,45].
In this work, we demonstrate a general bulk method for
creating the colloidal analogs of molecules out of isotropic
building blocks, based on the attractive and repulsive
interactions between oppositely charged particles with
double layers of the particle size or larger. Under the right
circumstances, mixing positively and negatively charged
particles at low concentration causes them to self-assemble
into clusters consisting of one central particle (labeled A)
with a small number of (oppositely charged) satellite
(labeled B) particles attached to its surface. The clusters
are stabilized against further aggregation by their remaining
net charge and the large extension of the double layer,
and persist on macroscopic time scales. Furthermore, the
(intracluster) repulsions between the satellite particles lead
to well-defined preferences for the position and number of
satellites on each central particle that differ from other
methodologies to make small clusters. We show fabrication
of these colloidal molecules in two different experimental
systems, demonstrating that our method can be adapted to
different materials. As equilibrium crystallization between
oppositely charged particles has already been extended to
nanoparticle systems [15], and quite recently also to watersoluble particles [46], we expect the methods developed in
this paper to also be extendable to these systems as well. In
addition to fabricating colloidal analogs of molecules, we
also show that the stability and interactions of clusters can
be altered with an external electric field; see also Ref. [17].
To complement and better understand the experiments, we
perform Monte Carlo simulations for the minimum-energy
structure of individual clusters. For unscreened charges,
this problem reduces to the well-known Thomson problem
[47], but charge screening changes the ground state for
several cluster sizes.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experimental results
To demonstrate the fabrication of regular binary colloidal
clusters experimentally, we use oppositely charged particles in an intermediate dielectric constant (4 < ε < 10)
solvent, where colloids have long-ranged repulsive interactions [48,49] with Debye screening lengths on the order
of a few particle diameters. In such an apolar solvent, the
concentration of ions is low, but nonzero, such that the
electric potential of each particle is screened. This alters a
simple Coulomb potential into a screened Coulomb potential, also known as a Yukawa potential. Because of their
attractive interactions, under the right conditions oppositely
charged particles can self-assemble into small aggregates,
consisting of a (for example) positively charged central
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particle surrounded by a small number of oppositely
charged satellite particles. These clusters are stabilized
against further aggregation by their net charge and longranged repulsion, leading to a large distance (several
particle diameters) between individual clusters [48,49].
The resulting system is a mixture of clusters and possibly
excess free satellite particles. The structure of the cluster is
determined by the repulsion between the satellite particles,
yielding highly symmetric moleculelike constructions.
Four conditions appear to be necessary for regular cluster
formation: (i) the satellite particles need to have sufficient
repulsions between each other, (ii) after the cluster is
formed, the net charge on the cluster has to be high enough
to repel other clusters such that clusters do not coagulate,
(iii) there has to be an excess of satellite particles, i.e., a
number ratio N B ∶N A larger than 3∶1, to prevent particles
from simply forming a gel consisting of a continuous
network of alternating positive and negative particles
[41,42,44], and finally, (iv) there have to be attractions
between the oppositely charged species that should be
larger than ∼10 kT, so that the clusters remain fixed. Once
a particle has been surrounded by an optimal number of
particles of the opposite charge, the scarcity of the core
particles results in separate clusters rather than larger
aggregates.
In our experiments, we use mixtures of oppositely
charged polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) colloids, mixtures of positively charged titania and negatively charged
silica colloids, and mixtures of oppositely charged silica
colloids. Oppositely charged PMMA colloids are dispersed
in a mixture of 72.8% cyclohexyl bromide (CHB) and
27.2% cis-decalin (cis-dec) [ε ¼ 5.62; see the Supplemental
Material (SM) [50] for further details on particle preparation
and cluster formation]. To create mixtures of oppositely
charged titania and silica particles or oppositely charged
silica particles, these colloids are dispersed and mixed in
tetrahydrofuran (THF, ε ¼ 7.58).
In a mixture containing positively charged PMMA
particles (σ B ¼ 4025 nm, red, Fig. 1) and negatively
charged phosphoric acid 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate
(PAM) PAM-PMMA particles (σ A ¼ 1380 nm, green,
Fig. 1; see Supplemental Material [50] for details about
the synthesis), regular ABn -type clusters are formed,
with n ¼ 1–6. Dimers [n ¼ 1, Fig. 1(a)], linear [n ¼ 2,
Fig. 1(b)], triangular [n ¼ 3, Fig. 1(c)], and tetrahedral
[n ¼ 4, Fig. 1(d)] clusters are observed in a sample where
the number ratio between satellite and core particles is
N B ∶N A ¼ 10∶1 (the total volume fraction is just below
10%). This size ratio (σ B ∶σ A ¼ 3∶1) ensures that no more
than four of the larger particles can fit around a smaller
core particle. Three-dimensional tetrahedral clusters are
not immediately apparent from the confocal XY slices,
but become visible by combining a selection of slices. A
selection of slices from different focal heights are depicted
in Fig. 1(d1), 1(d2), and 1(d3). From the entire stack of
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FIG. 1. Confocal microscopy images and computer-generated
images of observed clusters consisting of a negatively charged
core PMMA particle surrounded by one or more positively
charged PMMA particles in CHB/cis-decalin. In a mixture of
positively charged (σ B ¼ 4025 nm, red) and negatively charged
particles (σ A ¼ 1380 nm, green), σ B ∶σ A ¼ 3∶1, (a) dimers (b)
linear clusters, (c) triangular clusters, and (d) tetrahedral
clusters are formed. When slightly smaller satellite particles
(σ B ¼ 3025 nm, red) are used (σ B ∶σ A ¼ 2.2∶1), (e) triangular
bipyramids and (f) octahedral clusters are formed. (d4)–(f4)
Computer-generated 3D reconstructions from the particles’
coordinates obtained from confocal images at different heights
in the sample.

images, particle coordinates are extracted, which are then
used to computer generate a three-dimensional model,
shown in Fig. 1(d4).
In a different sample (sample 7, see SM for details [50]),
where smaller satellite PMMA particles are used
(σ B ¼ 3025 nm, red, Fig. 1), the size ratio is slightly
different (σ B ∶σ A ¼ 2.2∶1). In this case, triangular bipyramid
and octahedron clusters are observed [Figs 1(e) and 1(f)],
together with the smaller clusters. Figures 1(e1)–1(e4) and
1(f1)–1(f4) show the three confocal images taken at different
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heights for each cluster together with a three-dimensional
rendering of the structure. In our experiments, we observe
a clear difference between locked and unlocked PMMA
particles. In locked particles, the stabilizer has been covalently bound to the surface of the colloids by an extra reaction
step (see SM for details [50]), whereas in unlocked particles,
it is physically adsorbed. Locked satellite particles repel each
other much more strongly than unlocked particles [51], and
as a result, smaller clusters are observed. The clusters ranging
from dimers (AB) to tetrahedra (AB4 ) are all obtained from
locked particles. The particles that form triangular bipyramid
and octahedron clusters are unlocked. These observations
agree with the simulations (described in more detail below);
i.e., an increase in the charge of the satellite particles
decreases the number of satellite particles [Fig. 6(a)].
Oppositely charged silica particles dispersed in THF also
form regular clusters, which repel each other due to a net
charge of the clusters, as shown in Fig. 2(a) (see also Movie
S1 in SM [50]). It is observed that the cluster-cluster
distance reaches up to 4 μm in THF, whereas the cluster
itself has a size of approximately 2 μm. Here, the estimated
Debye screening length κ−1 is ∼1.3 μm. The clusters are
coated with an extra layer of silica to permanently bind
the colloids to each other. To fix the clusters, a 50 μL

FIG. 2. Clusters composed of positively charged titania and
negatively charged silica or of positively and negatively charged
silica-silica colloids: (a) 600 nm positively charged silica (red)
and 1.1 μm negatively charged silica (green) particles in THF,
which still retain the repulsions between the clusters (forming
mainly AB3 and AB4 clusters), (b) 450 nm positively charged
titania (white) particles permanently linked to the 1.7 μm
negatively charged silica (green) particles in ethanol, which form
mainly AB2 clusters, (c) 450 nm positively charged titania (white)
particles permanently linked to the 1.3 μm negatively charged
silica (red) particles in ethanol, (d) 1.1 μm positively charged
silica (green) permanently linked to 1.3 μm negatively
charged silica (red) particles in ethanol, which form mainly
AB5 and AB6 clusters. Insets show transmission electron micrographs and schematic drawings of permanently linked clusters.

concentrated ammonia solution (28%–30% aqueous
ammonia solution) is added into a 2 mL THF solution
of particles and is followed by an addition of 20 μL
tetraethoxysilane. The mixture is rolled for 2 h on rolling
cylinders for the completion of the reaction at a speed of
120 rpm. Permanent clusters are dispersed in ethanol to
show the stability of the structures [Figs 2(b)–2(d)]. The
clusters could also be composed of positively charged
titania particles and negatively charged silica particles, after
which they could be made permanent. Figure 2(b) shows
permanent clusters for 450 nm positively charged titania
surrounded with 1.7 μm negatively charged silica particles,
yielding predominantly AB2 clusters. Figure 2(c) shows
450 nm positively charged titania particles permanently
linked to the 1.3 μm minus-charged silica particles, resulting in predominantly AB3, AB4 clusters. Finally, Fig. 2(d)
shows the 1.1 μm positively charged silica and 1.3 μm
negatively charged silica particles, yielding AB5 and AB6
clusters (see also Supplemental Movies S2–S4 [50]). TEM
images and schematic drawings of these fixed clusters are
also given as insets. During the fixation of the clusters
with extra silica, especially when the coating is very thin
(i.e., 10–30 nm), some satellite particles that are not firmly
held detach and result in ABn−1 or ABn−2 structures, similar
to water and ammonia molecules. Figure 2(c) shows one
AB2 cluster with the same symmetry as water molecules;
see also SM Fig. S2 and Supplemental Movies S6 and S7
for more examples of broken clusters.
The yield of clusters for particles with different size ratios
shown in Fig. 2(b)–2(d) is summarized in Table II. Clusters
with AB2 –AB6 structures are observed for different size
ratios σ B ∶σ A of satellite and core particles. We have also
observed higher-n clusters, but keep our focus on the
smaller clusters; see SM Fig. S2. Simply considering the
size ratio of the core and the satellite particles uncovers a
trend for the dominant cluster type, as shown in Table I. It is
observed that as the size ratio between the satellite particles
and the core particles σ B ∶σ A increases, the number of
satellite particles n decreases. However, simulation results
show that the cluster formation depends not only on the size
ratio but also on some other factors, such as screening length
of the solvent and the charges and densities of both particles.
To study the role of the screening length, we investigate
the influence of ionic strength in samples containing
clusters of oppositely charged PMMA particles. The ion
concentration is increased by adding tetrabutylammonium
bromide (TBAB) salt. We use mixtures containing positively charged particles (σ B ¼ 4025 nm, red, Fig. 1)
and locked negatively charged PAM-PMMA particles
(σ A ¼ 1380 nm, green, Fig. 1). The size ratio of σ B ∶σ A ≈
3∶1 ensures that no more than four positive particles
physically fit around a negative particle. An excess amount
of larger positive particles is used (N B ∶N A ¼ 10∶1).
Confocal Z stacks containing on the order of 5000 central
and satellite particles are recorded in a total particle volume
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(a)

TABLE I. Size of core and satellite particles and resulting
cluster types for mixtures of positively charged core particles and
negatively charged satellite particles. For the core particles, either
titania or silica is used. Satellite particles are always made of
silica.
Core material
and diameter σ A

Satellite material
and diameter σ B

Titania 450 nm
Titania 450 nm
Silica 600 nm
Silica 600 nm
Silica 1.1 μm

Silica
Silica
Silica
Silica
Silica

1.7
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.3

μm
μm
μm
μm
μm

Size ratio
σ B ∶σ A

Main cluster
type

3.8∶1
2.9∶1
2.2∶1
1.8∶1
1.2∶1

AB2
AB3 , AB4
AB2
AB3 , AB4
AB5 , AB6

fraction of 10%. We estimate the Debye screening length
κ−1 to be ∼2 μm for this system before adding any salt.
The TBAB concentration in the suspension is increased
from 0 to ∼2 μM by adding appropriate amounts of diluted
TBAB in CHB. The Debye screening lengths κ −1
for TBAB concentrations of 0; 0.5; 1; 1.5; 2 μM are estimated to be 2.0; 1.3; 1.0; 0.9; 0.8 μm. From these Z stacks,
coordinates of the particles and different cluster compositions are identified. The results of these analyses show that
in all samples the cluster composition peaks at a certain
configuration. This peak is found to slightly shift from
n ¼ 3 (triangular) to n ¼ 2 (linear) with increasing TBAB
concentration in our samples, until clusters fall apart
when the TBAB concentration reaches approximately
2 μM (see Fig. S1 in SM [50]). One might expect that a
smaller double layer would allow more satellite particles to
fit around a core particle. However, a reduction in Debye
screening length also reduces the attraction between the
central and satellite particles and causes fewer satellite
particles to bind to a core particle, while on the other hand,
the screening becomes so high above a certain threshold
concentration of ions that the behavior of the particles is no
longer governed by electrostatic repulsions or attractions
(see Fig. 3). Occasionally, some clusters with two or three
central particles (Am Bn ) are also found (Fig. S1 in SM
[50]). However, the formation of these more complex
clusters is largely suppressed by the large excess of satellite
particles, making it unlikely for a central particle to stick to
a satellite that is already attached to another core.
Finally, we mention here that the clusters of oppositely
charged colloids presented here are not the equilibrium
TABLE II. Yields of the titania-silica or silica-silica clusters for
different size ratios. The cluster type is given as the type of core
(A)/satellite (B) particles and their respective size ratios, σ B ∶σ A .
The percentages were estimated by analyzing 100-150 clusters,
ignoring excess satellite particles that were not part of a cluster.
A=B ðσ B ∶σ A Þ

AB

AB2

AB3

AB4

AB5

AB6

TiO2 =SiO2 ð3.8∶1Þ
TiO2 =SiO2 ð2.9∶1Þ
SiO2 =SiO2 ð1.2∶1Þ

44%

54%
27%

2%
38%
7%

35%
19%

35%

39%
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(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Normalized incidence of clusters found in a suspension
containing positively charged PMMA particles (σ B ¼ 4025 nm)
and locked negatively charged PAM-PMMA particles
(σ A ¼ 1380 nm), (a) without added salt, (b) with 0.5 μM TBAB,
and (c) with 1.0 μM TBAB concentration. The complete data
including yield of clusters with more than one central particle
(typically less than 5%–10%) are shown in Fig. S1 of SM [50].
Note also that the yield for a certain cluster type is given here by
the fraction of the number of observed clusters to the maximum
number of that cluster type that could have formed given the total
number of central particles.

structures; instead, the clusters are metastable with respect
to larger aggregates of oppositely charged particles.
However, the long-range repulsion between the clusters
that have similar charge to the satellite particles kinetically
traps them at a final cluster size, which provides enough
charge to repel the other particles. Provided that the satellite
particles are in sufficient excess to saturate all core
particles, the metastable clusters can be reproducibly
fabricated. When the satellite:core number ratio N B ∶N A
is decreased to 2∶1, parts of the core particles remain
unshielded, and the clusters can grow in size and form ring
or chainlike structures (see Fig. S3 in SM [50]).
B. Tuning the particle interactions with electric fields
To examine how firmly satellite particles are attached
to oppositely charged cores in the case of the sterically
stabilized PMMA spheres, we expose samples to an electric
field. Insights in this behavior are also relevant for the
mechanism of equilibrium phases formed between these
PMMA model particles as it was hypothesized and
expected that the particles had to be able to still move
over each other’s surface after becoming attached by the
screened Coulomb interactions [17]. For this experiment,
we first create raspberrylike regular clusters of oppositely
charged particles by mixing large polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) particles (σ L ¼ 3.68 μm) with a surplus of
small PMMA particles (σ S ¼ 0.64 μm) [52], such that
the number ratio N S ∶N L ≈ 388∶1 at a total volume fraction
of ϕ ¼ 0.02. Then the mixture is transferred into a glass
capillary with two conductive wires threaded along on
either side (see Ref. [53] for details on the experimental
setup) and studied with laser scanning confocal microscopy. In Fig. 4, it can be seen that a large amount of
positively charged satellite particles adsorb on the surface
of the large negatively charged particle, in a way similar to
that described in Ref. [34], and with a uniform distribution.
From 3D confocal microscopy data sets, we determine that
there are typically between 50 and 70 small satellite
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FIG. 4. Electrophoresis experiments of clusters made of large negatively charged (σ L ¼ 3.68 μm) and small positively charged
colloidal particles (σ S ¼ 0.64 μm). (ia)–(id) Time series of confocal images recorded for a field strength jEj ¼ 11 V=mm. The clusters
move towards the negative electrode, indicating that the net charge on the clusters is positive. (iia)–(iig) Time series of images recorded
for jEj ¼ 29 V=mm. The small positively charged particles “crawl” over the surface to one pole of the large, negatively charged particle.
Note that the large particles appear deformed due to their fast movement compared to the line scanning speed of the microscope. (f) After
the field is turned off, the particles redistribute again isotropically over the surface. Before this process is completed, the bare side of the
large particle remains more vulnerable to the attachment of other, additional positively charged small particles that were previously in
solution. (iiia)–(iiii) Images from a time series recorded at jEj ¼ 77 V=mm. In the first image (a), no field is applied. During the first
∼0.6 s in which the field is applied (b)–(d), clusters move towards the negative electrode. Small particles (red) accumulating on one side
of the large particle (green) cause an anisotropic charge distribution on the cluster. At some point between 0.4 and 0.6 s after the field is
turned on (d),(e), the clusters as a whole reverse direction (e)–(i), indicating that a sufficient number of small particles has been pulled
from the large particle by the electric field to reverse the net charge of the cluster. (iva)–(ivd) Confocal microscopy images of clusters
before (a),(b) and after (c),(d) an electric field (jEj ¼ 29 V=mm) is applied in 9 cycles of 2.5 s each. In between these cycles, the field is
switched off for 7.5 s. (e) After an electric field (jEj ¼ 77 V=mm) is applied in 9 cycles of 2.5 s each (the field is switched off for 7.5 s
between each cycle), bare large negatively charged particles are found near the positive electrode, indicating that (almost) all of the small
particles have been pulled off. Schematic representations (not drawn to scale) of (v) an unpolarized, net positively charged cluster
moving in an electric field, (vi) the adsorption of extra small particles on a polarized cluster, and (vii) the attachment of one polarized
cluster to another one.

particles on the surface of a large particle. The clusters as a
whole mutually repel each other over distances of several
micrometers; see Supplemental Movie S8 [50], showing
that the electrostatic interactions are quite long ranged.
From the measured conductivity [54] of the solvent
(σ ¼ 70 pS=cm), we estimate the screening length to
be κ −1 ¼ 1.82 μm.
In previous papers on mixtures of oppositely charged
particles in electric fields, the collective dynamics were
investigated for two particle species having approximately
the same size [53,55]. Here, we show that it is also possible
to use electric fields to change the properties and interactions of individual building blocks, in this case, clusters

of oppositely charged large and small particles. To study
the dynamics and interactions of the clusters, we perform
electrophoresis experiments in which both the clusters
and unbound positively charged particles are driven by a
dc electric field. In each experiment, we run a number of
cycles in which we apply an electric field for 2.5 s, after
which we switch the field off for 7.5 s. For each cycle, a
series of confocal images is recorded to study the evolution
of the clusters while they are moving under the influence
of the electric field. Figures 4(i)–4(iii) display experiments performed at different field strengths for clusters
of large particles with diameter σ ¼ 3.68 μm and small
particles σ ¼ 0.64 μm.
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Figures 4(ia)–4(id) show a time series of confocal
images recorded at a field strength of jEj ¼ 11 V=mm.
A movie of the sequence is also given as Supplemental
Movie S9 [50]. The clusters move towards the negative
electrode, indicating that the net charge on the clusters has
the same positive sign of charge as the satellite particles.
This so-called “overcharging” of the large particle by the
small satellite particles is consistent with results that were
found for clusters of oppositely charged particles that
interacted via a Coulomb potential [56], and with earlier
work by Vincent et al. [34].
From the confocal microscopy images, we extract
electrophoretic mobilities of the small particles μS ¼
200–300 μm2 =V s, from which the charge on the small
particles is estimated [53,54] between ZS e ¼ þ25e and
ZS e ¼ þ100e, where e is the absolute electron charge.
From the electrophoretic mobilities of the clusters, in the
range μtot ¼ 200–400 μm2 =V s, we obtain approximate
charges for the cluster as a whole Ztot e between þ200e
and þ1000e. From this considerable spread, we estimate
the charge on the large particles ZL e ¼ Ztot e − nS ZS e ¼
−3150e  2650e. More details can be found in the
SM [50].
In a follow-up experiment, a stronger field of jEj ¼
29 V=mm is applied. The result is shown in Fig. 4(ii) and
Supplemental Movie S10 [50]. Surprisingly, the positively
charged small particles start “crawling” over the surface
of the larger negatively charged particles, resulting in an
anisotropic particle distribution on the surface of the large
particles. When the field is turned off, the structure relaxes
and the particles redistribute uniformly over the surface.
Before the redistribution is complete, however, the underpopulated side of the large particle collects additional small
satellite particles from the suspension. From 3D data sets,
we indeed find that after several cycles where the electric
field is applied, clusters typically contain 70–80 satellite
particles instead of the initial 50–70 particles. In addition to
the attachment of extra small particles, we observe that
polarized clusters could also attach to the unprotected side
of another polarized cluster when the field is turned on.
Because not all of the clusters move exactly at the same
speed, collisions occur once in a while, further enhancing
this process. Figures 4(iva)–4(ivd) illustrate both the
merging of clusters and the increase of the number of
satellite particles as a result of the electric field cycles.
Figures. 4(iva) and 4(ivb) show the clusters before the field
is applied, and Figs. 4(ivc) and 4(ivd) show them after
an electric field (jEj ¼ 29 V=mm) has been applied for
9 cycles of 2.5 s each. In between these cycles, the field is
switched off for 7.5 s.
For even stronger electric fields, small satellite particles
could be stripped off completely from the host particle.
Figure 4(iii) and Supplemental Movie S11 [50] show the
sequence of events when a field of jEj ¼ 77 V=mm is
applied to dispersion. Initially, the clusters start moving
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towards the negative electrode, while they become strongly
polarized as the positively charged satellite particles move
over the surface towards one pole. Eventually, some of the
small particles are pulled off from the surface. After ∼0.5 s,
the clusters change direction and start moving to the
positively charged electrode, indicating that their net charge
must have been reversed. Figure 4(ive) shows that after the
field has been applied for a long time, “bare” negatively
charged particles are present close to the positive electrode,
showing that (almost) all of their satellite particles
have been stripped off. A schematic representation of
net negatively charged, unpolarized cluster in an electric
field is shown in Fig. 4(v). Schematic representations of the
adsorption of extra small particles to a polarized cluster,
and of how two polarized clusters can easily attach to
each other, are depicted in Figs. 4(vi) and Fig. 4(vii),
respectively.
C. Simulations
We use Monte Carlo simulations to study clusters of
oppositely charged colloidal particles interacting via a
screened Coulomb potential, where multiple particles of
one species are clustering around a single particle with an
opposite charge. The pair interaction potential we use is
given by a hard-core repulsion U HS , plus a screened
Coulomb potential UðrÞ, using the linear superposition
approximation [57]:
βUðrÞ ¼ βU HS ðrÞ þ

Zi Zj
expðκrÞ
;
λB
r
ð1 þ κσ i =2Þð1 þ κσ j =2Þ
ð1Þ

where r is the distance between two particles, σ i is the
diameter of particle i, κ is the inverse Debye screening
length, λB is the Bjerrum length in the solvent, and Zi is the
charge (measured in electron charges) on particle i. We note
here that this simple potential is likely not quantitatively
accurate for the colloids used in the experiments. In
particular, the approximation we use here that van der
Waals forces are not important is not expected to be valid at
the short interparticle distances involved in some of the
cluster formation. Furthermore, the double-layer overlap
potential we use ignores the possibility of charge renormalization, any dependence of the particle charge or screening
length on the density of the colloids, and other many-body
effects. However, as our simulations show, this simple model
is sufficient to qualitatively capture the behavior of the
experimental system.
For a given number of satellite charges, the location of
the satellite particles has a well-defined energy minimum
due to the repulsions between the (identically charged)
satellites. In the case of an unscreened Coulomb potential
(κ ¼ 0), this optimization problem is known as the
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Thomson problem, and solutions are known for a large
range of cluster sizes [47,58]. However, proving that a
solution actually possesses the lowest energy is not trivial
[47], and for many larger cluster sizes, this has not yet been
done. To determine the optimal locations of the satellite
particles interacting via screened Coulomb potentials, we
simulate single clusters with a fixed number n of satellite
particles constrained to be in contact with the core particle,
where the interaction strength (charge) of the particles is
slowly increased until the particles no longer significantly
move. The final configurations from multiple independent
runs are compared with each other to find the global energy
minimum, which is then compared with the known solutions to the Thomson problem.
We investigate the energy minima for inverse Debye
screening lengths 0 ≤ κσ ≤ 10 and a size ratio of 1 (i.e., the
satellites and core particle have the same hard-core diameter σ), which means that up to n ¼ 12 particles can touch
the core sphere without overlapping. It should be noted that
the size ratio only affects the ground state when the satellite
particles are large enough to touch each other. In practice,
this occurs only for cluster size n ¼ 11. For n ≤ 6, we
observe that the ground-state structures formed exactly
coincide with the solutions to the Thomson problem (see
Fig. 5). At n ¼ 7, a different structure has a lower energy at
κσ > 2, consisting of an equilateral triangle of particles
around one pole, a wider triangle rotated by 60° parallel to it
close to the equator, and one particle at the other pole. For
n ¼ 8 and n ¼ 9, the same symmetries as in the Thomson
problem appear again, but particles shift along the symmetry axis as κ changes: for instance, at n ¼ 8, the
Thomson solution is a square antiprism (or anticube).
For a screened potential, the solution is still a square
antiprism, but the distance between the two parallel planes
of the prism changes as a function of κ. For n ¼ 10, the
structure for κσ > 7 is similar to the one at n ¼ 7: in this
case, there are three parallel equilateral triangles, and again
one particle at a pole (see bottom right of Fig. 5). For
n ¼ 11, the ground state for the Thomson problem causes
overlap in our Yukawa particles. For low κ, the ground state
in the Yukawa case is a slight variation on this cluster,
which has particles touching, and lacks any noticeable
symmetry. For κσ > 3, the energy minimum shifts to a
different configuration, again lacking significant symmetry.
At n ¼ 12, the icosahedron is the lowest-energy state for all
investigated values of κ. In short, for n ¼ 7, n ¼ 10, and
n ¼ 11, inherently different structures from the solutions to
the Thomson problem are found for κσ > 2, κσ > 7, and
κσ > 3, respectively.
The structures of the clusters formed by oppositely
charged particles are qualitatively different from those
obtained by emulsion droplet evaporation [10,59], in that
they always contain a core particle at the center. In contrast,
clusters formed via emulsion droplet evaporation rarely
show this feature. Nonetheless, if we consider only the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

FIG. 5. Optimal configurations for ABn clusters. Negatively
charged blue particle and positively charged n (nϵ [1,12]) yellow
particles are the same size: (a) dimer. (b) line, (c) triangle,
(d) tetrahedron, (e) triangular bipyramid, (f) octahedron, (g)
pentagonal bipyramid, (h) anticube, (i) triaugmented triangular
prism, (j) gyroelongated square bipyramid, (k) irregular, (l)
icosahedron. The bottom row shows the alternative clusters
found only for short screening lengths (high κ). (Left) Lowestenergy cluster of 7 particles. A threefold rotational axis of
symmetry goes through the (light blue) core particle and the
green particle. The other two colors show different equilateral
triangles perpendicular to the plane of view. (Right) Lowestenergy cluster of 10 particles.

satellite particles, then the minimum-energy clusters for
low κ are essentially the same as those produced using
emulsions. The main differences are a distortion of the
gyroelongated square dipyramid for n ¼ 10, which renders
it more spherical, and a different irregular configuration for
n ¼ 11. Interestingly, the high-κ structure for n ¼ 7 is also
observed in emulsion droplet evaporation experiments [59],
unlike the one for n ¼ 10.
At finite temperatures, the particles in the cluster
fluctuate around their ideal positions, and the number of
satellite particles in the cluster can vary, as particles can
escape and join the cluster from the solution around it. To
illustrate the requirements for obtaining clusters of specific sizes, we perform NVT Monte Carlo simulations of
N c ¼ 50 core particles and N s ¼ 500 satellite particles and
measure the average number of satellite particles around
each core particle, varying the charge ratio and screening
length. Clusters containing more than one core particle are
ignored (the few-core-particle clusters are minimal; see
Fig S1 of SM for experimental results [50]). Note that it is
possible that, in some of these simulations, the formation of
clusters is metastable with respect to phase separation or
crystallization. However, in our simulation, we do not see
signs of this. However, for small values of Zs =Zc , the
simulated systems sometimes phase separate into a denser
phase rich in clusters and a more dilute phase consisting
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FIG. 7. Probability distribution of finding n satellite particles
around a core particle, for size ratio σ s =σ c ¼ 2.2=1, and for
different values of the charge ratio Zs =Zc . Here, the Debye
screening length is fixed at κσ s ¼ 1, the core charge
Z2c λB =σ s ¼ 108.8, the number ratio N s =N c ¼ 10, and the total
packing fraction η ¼ 0.10.

FIG. 6. Probability distributions of finding n satellite particles
around a core particle, for size ratio σ s =σ c ¼ 3=1. (a) Distributions for different values of the charge ratio between satellite
and core particles Zs =Zc , at a constant Debye screening length
κσ s ¼ 1, where σ s is the diameter of a satellite particle. (b) Distributions for different values of the inverse Debye screening
length κσ s , at a constant charge ratio Zs =Zc ¼ −0.125. Clusters
that contain more than one core particle are not included in
the calculation. In all cases, the charge of the core particles is
kept constant, such that Z2c λB =σ s ¼ 108.8, the number ratio
N s =N c ¼ 10, and the total packing fraction η ¼ 0.10.

almost purely of satellite particles. Figure 6 shows the
probability of finding n satellite particles around a core
particle for size ratio σ s =σ c ¼ 3, at constant core particle
charge, but varying satellite particle charge (top) and Debye
screening length (bottom). For this size ratio, the largest
clusters observed contain four satellite particles, arranged
in a tetrahedral geometry, analogous to the clusters seen in
the experiments. Interestingly, increasing the charge of the
satellite particles beyond a certain optimum decreases the
number of particles in the cluster, analogous to what we
observe when using locked particles in the experiments.
Additionally, similar to the experimental results shown in
Fig. 3, decreasing the Debye screening length (increasing
κ) reduces the number of particles in the cluster as well, due
to the decreased attraction between core and shell particles.
Figure 7 shows cluster size distributions, for size ratio
σ s =σ c ¼ 2.2. In this case, we observe the formation of
clusters with up to six satellite particles, in an octahedral
geometry similar to those seen in the experiments using the

same size ratio. Again, we see that the number of satellite
particles in the cluster increases with increasing satellite
charge until a maximum is reached. Upon increasing the
satellite charge further, the number of satellite particles per
cluster decreases again. While quantitatively comparing
distributions with the experimental system is not possible
due to the fact that the experimental particle charge,
screening length, and Bjerrum length are not accurately
known, these trends agree well with those seen in the
experiments.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we demonstrate a facile route for fabrication
of well-defined binary colloidal clusters, based on concurrent attractive and repulsive Yukawa interactions. The
clusters, another example of “complex colloids” [60], form
as a result of self-assembly of the oppositely charged
particles, resulting in binary colloids that are mesoscopic
analogs of binary molecules and other regular clusters
without molecular equivalents. We observe a class of
particles with a symmetry of molecules, like HCl
(dimer, AB), BeCl2 (linear, AB2 ), BF3 (triangular, AB3 ),
CH4 (tetrahedron, AB4 ), PCl5 (triangular dipyramid, AB5 ),
and XeF6 (octahedron, AB6 ). The repulsions between
the surrounding particles also resemble the valence shell
electron pair repulsion model, which allows us to predict
the molecular geometry. In this procedure, one interesting
advantage is that, during the coating step for permanently
bonding particles, colloids that mimic molecules with
incomplete structures such as bent geometries (H2 O) or
trigonal pyramids (NH3 ) are also produced, as a result of
some satellite particles detaching from the core particle.
The relatively long-ranged screening length we use in the
self-assembly compared to the particle size allows regular
clusters to be formed without satellite particle–satellite
particle contacts on the oppositely charged core particle,
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allowing for cluster geometries not possible with purely
repulsive or short-ranged potentials. One other unique
property of our method is that it not only provides
directionality in bonding similar to the previously described
methods [2,11] but also provides tunability in the density of
the packing by changing the long-ranged particle interactions (mostly repulsions of the satellite particles). In our
case, this enables us to put, e.g., four satellite particles
around a large or small central particle of a preferred size,
thus tuning the surface coverage and patch size of the final
cluster. In addition, because equilibrium crystallization of
oppositely charged nanoparticles has already been demonstrated both in organic solvents [15] and in water [46,61],
we expect the methods we develop in this paper to also be
extendable to these systems.
We present an example of clusters consisting of a large,
sterically stabilized PMMA particle surrounded by many
smaller positively charged colloids, for which the specific
interactions could be changed with an electric field. For low
field strengths, the clusters are overcharged by positively
charged satellite particles and move towards the negative
electrode. For a sufficiently strong external electric field,
the satellite particles start “crawling” over the surface
towards one pole of the large particle, thus polarizing
the clusters. Moving polarized clusters regularly collide in a
head-to-tail fashion to form larger aggregates or collect
additional small satellite particles on their underpopulated
pole during relaxation after the field is turned off. For the
strongest electric fields we report here, the satellite particles
could be completely pulled off the surface of the central
colloid, inverting the total net charge of the cluster.
The novel methods to create and alter individual colloidal building blocks of oppositely charged particles we
demonstrate in this paper may find use in self-assembly
schemes that exploit long-ranged repulsive interactions
[62,63] or the interplay of directional attractive and repulsive interactions on heterogeneously charged particles [64].
Moreover, the clusters created using this method can be used
for subsequent self-assembly steps, leading to new structures based on the unique shape of the clusters. These
structures could, in principle, be further tuned by modifying
the properties of the particles used to create the clusters. For
instance, using magnetic colloids as the satellite particles
can lead to completely novel structures with interesting
properties [65]. In future work, it will be interesting to see if
the clusters of the PMMA particles can be made permanent
using a simple heating step as was also already demonstrated
in Ref. [66]. In addition, recently, a new separation method
for clusters of larger sizes has been developed, making it
possible to separate the mixtures presented here [67].
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